optical cloaking devices, [3] [4] [5] [6] and nanoantennas. 7, 8 Such optical properties have been demonstrated using patterned surfaces 3, 6 and resonance-based metamaterials. [9] [10] [11] With the advent of more sophisticated fabrication techniques that facilitate user-control over the shapes and compositions of nanoparticles, complex plasmonic nanostructures that are asymmetrically shaped [12] [13] [14] and/or composed of multiple materials 15 have been utilized to manipulate light. Specifically, three dimensional (3D) nanocups-nanoparticles that consist of an asymmetric gold cap with a dielectric core-exhibit an optical response that is highly tunable in the visible and infrared regions. [13] [14] [15] [16] Furthermore, because the opening of the conductive cap is interrupted by a dielectric material, nanocups facilitate a magnetic plasmon response with magnetoinductive coupling between the cup and the incident radiation. 16, 17 This property enables nanocups to redirect light in the direction of the transverse axis of the cup, regardless of the incidence angle (Fig. 1) . 16, 17 Previously, the primary methods for fabricating 3D nanocup arrays involve the use of nanospheres as templates. 16, [18] [19] [20] Ideally, a large, ordered 3D nanocup array would include nanocups that are (i) discrete (i.e., not in contact with any other nanocups), (ii) arrayed with subwavelength periodicity, (iii) oriented with high consistency, and (iv) accurately constructed in terms of the desired geometry. Unfortunately, fabricating 3D nanocup arrays that satisfy these criteria has remained a significant challenge due to the use of nanospheres as templates. For example, techniques which employ self-assembled nanospheres have been used to create arrays of nanocups with uniform orientation and subwavelength periodicity; however, the fabricated nanocups are not discrete. 20 In contrast, while discrete, uniformly oriented nanocups have been fabricated using randomly spaced arrays of nanosphere templates, these nanocup arrays inherently lack consistent periodicity. 16, 18, 19 Additionally, for the aforementioned techniques, the shape of the nanosphere template restricts the shape of the nanocups. Here we overcome these challenges by instead using a large, ordered nanopillar array as a template for constructing 3D nanocup arrays in order to: (i) ensure nanocups are discrete, (ii) tune the periodicity of the array, (iii) achieve uniform orientation of nanocups, and (iv) control the geometry of fabricated asymmetric nanoparticles.
To fabricate a large, ordered 3D nanocup array, Au nanocups were evaporated onto a periodic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) nanopillar array that served as a template (Fig. 2) . The template was fabricated via nanoimprint lithography (NIL) (Fig. 2(a) ), as described previously. 21 The NIL template was passivated with a vapor-phase antistiction coating with Nanonex Ultra-100, and the nanofeatures were replicated using a composite stamp of hard-PDMS (h-PDMS) and soft-PDMS (s-PDMS). h-PDMS is a siloxane polymer with high Young's modulus (9 MPa) that can create high-resolution nanofeatures. 22 s-PDMS, which has a Young's modulus of 3 MPa, can serve as a flexible backing for the stiff h-PDMS layer. 23 PDMS prepolymer (VDT-731, Gelest Corp.), 18 ll of a Pt catalyst (platinum divinyltetramethyldisiloxane, SIP 6831.2, Gelest Corp), and one drop of a modulator (2,4,6,8-tetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane, 396281, Sigma-Aldrich). After the mixture was degassed, 1 g of hydrosilane prepolymer (HMS-301, Gelest Corp.) was mixed in and then the h-PDMS was degassed. The prepared h-PDMS was spun onto the passivated NIL template at 2000 rpm for 30 s (Fig. 2(b) ). The thin (20 lm) h-PDMS layer was then degassed for 15 min and partially cured at 65 C for 30 min. The two-part (10:1) mixture of s-PDMS (Sylgard-184, Dow Corning) was poured onto the h-PDMS, forming a 2 mm layer ( Fig. 2(c) ). A glass slide was then put on top of the PDMS stamp, and the whole structure was degassed for 30 min at 0.1 MPa and cured for 2 h at 60 C ( Fig. 2(d) ). After the composite stamp was fully cured, it was separated from the NIL template ( Fig. 2(e) ). To create nanocups on the tips of the nanopillars, shadow evaporation was used to deposit a thin (20 nm) layer of Au onto the nanopillar template. Shadow evaporation was performed with the nanopillar substrate mounted on a rotating plate orientated at a 20 angle ( Fig. 2(f) ), resulting in a large, periodic nanocup array (Fig. 2(g) ). The rotating stage was designed and assembled in Sandia National Laboratories specifically for shadow evaporation. The motor attached on the bottom of the stage allowed it to rotate along its planar surface during evaporation. As the nanopillar array rotates, gold is deposited on all faces of the tip of the nanopillars, thus creating the nanocups. The discontinuity of the individual nanocups is not only ensured by the acute-angle deposition and the directionality of e-beam evaporation but also by the neighboring nanopillars shadowing the bottoms of the surrounding nanopillars.
Both the NIL template and the replicated nanopillar arrays were characterized with a Hitachi 4500 SEM (Fig. 3) . The template and the result array were 0.5 cm Â 1 cm in size (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) ), and the nanopillars were 100 nm in diameter, 120 nm in height, and 440 nm in pitch (Figs 3(c) and 3(d)). The nanocup was modeled using the software COMSOL, as a hollow gold hemisphere positioned on top of a PDMS nanopillar. The outer radius and inner radius of the nanocup were 100 nm and 140 nm, respectively, creating a nanocup with a thickness of 20 nm. Two classes of simulations were performed with finite element modeling: (i) electric field enhancement, magnetic field enhancement, and extinction spectrum of a nanocup array was examined, and (ii) magnetic field enhancement of s-and p-polarizations of both a single nanocup and a 100-nm symmetric gold nanoparticle were simulated with 30 angled incident light. The refractive index of h-PDMS and s-PDMS were assumed to be 1.4, and the optical property of gold was approximated with the Drude model. 24 The axis of the nanocup was aligned with the propagation axis of the incident wave for normal incidence, and it was placed in a medium filled with air.
The electric field and magnetic field enhacement for a nanocup array are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively, for a single nanocup from the array. The simulations show that at the magnetoinductive resonance frequency of 710 nm (Fig. 4(c) ), charge oscillations in the nanocup generate an enhanced electric and magnetic field that is symmetric with respect to the axis of the nanocup under normal incidence (Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) ). The unique ability of the nanocup to redirect light is evident by comparing the magnetic field enchancement of a Au nanocup (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) ) to a solid, symmetric, 100-nm gold nanoparticle (Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)) under an incident light with a 30
angle. Under an angled light incidence, the magnetic field enhancement of the nanocup remained symmetric with respect to the axis of (d)). Additionally, the magnetic field enhancement of the nanocup under angled incidence was three times greater than that of the solid gold nanoparticle (Fig. 5) , demonstrating the strength of the lightredirecting magnetic field.
To observe the effect of this magnetic field enhancement on the scattered light, the nanocup array was characterized optically by measuring the extinction spectra of the array with an Ocean Optics QE65000 spectrometer with baseline subtraction. A broad-spectrum halogen light was polarized, collimated, and focused onto the sample. The optical responses of the nanocup array under s-and p-polarized light were examined. A bare PDMS slab on a glass slide was used to measure the baseline. The extinction spectra of the array were measured with different incidence angles. Generally, extinction spectra for symmetric plasmonic nanoparticles vary depending on the angle of incident light [25] [26] [27] ; however, this was not observed for nanocup arrays. Rather, the light scattering direction, and therefore the profile of the extinction spectrum, depended on the orientation of the nanocups instead of the direction of the incident light (Fig. 6) . [16] [17] [18] The results of experimental extinction spectra show that angular independence was observed for s-and p-polarization (Fig. 6 ). These results demonstrate that the large, ordered nanocup array was capable of redirecting light, which indicates that the fabricated nanocups were discrete and possessed geometries that enabled charge build-up. The extinction spectra show a peak at approximately 690 nm; the position of the extinction peak and the profile of the extinction spectra remained highly similar as the nanocup rotates from 0 to 40 (Fig. 6(a) ). The relatively broad linewidth observed in the optical response (Fig. 6) can be attributed to the metal thickness distribution, electron scattering at the metal interfaces, and the decrease in electron mean-free path in the nanocups. 16, 28, 29 While the peak wavelength remained constant with differing angle of incidence, the magnitude of the extinction spectra varied (Fig. 6) . Generally, the magnitudes of the extinction spectra for s-polarization increase with increasing incident angle (Fig. 6(a) ), whereas the magnitudes of the extinction spectra for p-polarization decrease with increasing angle (Fig. 6(b) ). This is because for p-polarization, the plasmonic response of each nanocup decreases with increasing angle. 16 For s-polarization, the plasmonic response is isotropic for all angles. 16 It can be observed that in s-polarization, the magnitude of the extinction spectrum increases at 10 ( Fig. 6(a) ). This increase could be attributable to the grating mode created by the periodic nanocup array. 20, 26, 27 The optical response of the nanocups is red shifted (Fig. 6 ) compared to solid-core Au nanoparticles, which is consistent with prior studies of discrete, asymmetric nanoparticles. 12, 13, 16, [18] [19] [20] Since the edges of the nanocups are defined by shadowing of the neighboring nanopillars (instead of by mechanical means), the tips of the nanocups are tapered, but not ultra-sharp. This fact suggests that lightredirection by nanocups is not caused by tip-effects, which agrees with findings from other studies on nanocups. [16] [17] [18] Large, ordered 3D nanocup arrays provide a unique tool for redirecting scattered light at visible and near infrared wavelengths. Here we introduce a fabrication process for creating 3D nanocup arrays via nanopillar array templates to enable a high user-control over the geometry, placement, and orientation, of discrete, arrayed nanocups. Our fabrication process precludes complicated aligning, masking, and etching procedures that are frequently used for creating ordered arrays of discrete 3D nanostructures. In this study, we have demonstrated a large, ordered nanocup array that redirects light based on nanocup orientation. As asymmetric core-shell nanoparticles have highly tunable plasmonic responses, their optical response can be regulated by modifying the shapes, sizes, materials, and ratio of both the shell and the core. Additionally, this fabrication methodology can be adapted for other core-shell asymmetric nanoparticles with different geometries, bypassing limitations associated with nanosphere-based techniques. For example, nano-horseshoes can be fabricated simply by changing the tilt angle during the evaporation process. The geometry of the nanocups can be tailored for distinct applications, including lightredirection and nanoattennas, since the strength of the current can be increased by optimizing the shape and coupling between the nanocups. 30 For plasmonic applications, such as superlenses, optical nanocircuits, and cloaking devices, our nanopillar-based technique offers a powerful method for fabricating large, ordered 3D nanocup arrays to manipulate light at subwavelength scales. This work was supported by Sandia National Laboratories, California. The authors thank Charles Steinhaus, Dave Heredia, François Leonard, Ryan Sochol, Adrienne Higa, and Heather Chiamori for valuable input and proofreading of the manuscript. 
